The aim of this study is to develop an efficient and practical method of a direct mapping of a panoramic projection on an unfolded prism and pyramid polyhedral projection surface with the aid of a computer. Due to the fact that straight lines very often appear in any architectural form we formulate algorithms which utilize data about lines and draw panoramas as plots of functions in Mathcad software. The ability to draw panoramic images of lines enables drawing a wireframe image of an architectural object. The application of the multicenter projection, as well as the idea of shadow construction in the panoramic representation, aims at achieving a panoramic image close to human perception. The algorithms are universal as the application of changeable base elements of panoramic projection-horizon height, station point location, number of polyhedral walls-enables drawing panoramic images from various viewing positions. However, for more efficient and easier drawing, the algorithms should be implemented in some graphical package. The representation presented in the paper and the method of its direct mapping on a flat unfolded projection surface can find application in the presentation of architectural spaces in advertising and art when drawings are displayed on polyhedral surfaces and can be observed from multiple viewing positions.
Introduction
Transforming the reality of the visual world into a flat picture plane has been a challenging task since the early years of architectural design. Perspective as a visual representation of space from a specific view point has become the most popular method throughout a wide variety of fields. However, understanding the concept of perspective, and the approach to it, has changed over the years. The techniques of pictorial perspective were discussed by painters as part of a growing interest in skenographia as long ago as in the fifth century BC [1] . The Greeks and Romans understood perspective and utilized foreshortening techniques in art, but over time, their knowledge was lost. Perspective regarded as a practical method of drawing a scene captured by an artist was rediscovered again and investigated during the Renaissance [2] [3] [4] . Then, it developed itself as a kind of science of vision encompassing the nature of functioning of a human eye, as well as the nature and behavior of light. However, only the creation of descriptive geometry as a branch of mathematics in the seventeenth century enabled further development of the theory of perspective as a method of projection, which enabled its comprehensive research [5, 6] . A historical evolution of the perspective projection, as well as the perception of architecture in this projection, is presented in [7] . Perspective drawing as a result of the perspective representation is widely discussed as a medium for design and communication in architecture both during preliminary architectural work and at an advanced stage [8] [9] [10] .
Research on perspective concentrates mostly on a descriptive, as well as a computer-aided, construction of linear perspective. Today, modern graphics software can create and demonstrate various perspective representations, as well as steer and control them. There exists abundant research in this field. Investigation of the processing of linear perspective and binocular information for the perceptual judgment of depth is discussed in [11, 12] . Different projection transformations defining various perspective representations are presented in [12] . The kind of perspective, determining different outcomes of the perspective projection, depends both on structure of a perspective apparatus and object location. In turn, the structure of the perspective apparatus determined by a picture plane/a picture surface and a station point/camera orientation, defines the variant of perspective applied (rectilinear or curvilinear). However, the object location establishes the number of vanishing points of three main object directions x, y, z. Due to this fact, the most common categorizations of artificial perspective onto a flat projection plane are one-, two-, and three-point, which refers to the number of vanishing points applied. Establishing vanishing points plays an important role not only in perspective creation but also in the reverse process that is the reconstruction of perspective [13, 14] . Therefore, several works deal with automatic detection of the vanishing points in monoscopic image, which is the first step to three dimensional data extraction [15] [16] [17] . Much work has been done in the field of perspective analyses and perspective construction of the architectural environment onto a single flat projection plane [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . There is also a great interest in the curvilinear type of perspective, especially in various methods of panorama creation on cylindrical, as well as spherical, surfaces [18] . The idea of the perspective construction onto a non-regular prism surface composed of several flat elements is presented in [19] . There, the descriptive method of drawing perspective on an unfolded prism projection surface is presented, as well as the approach to drawing this perspective with computer aid. In this paper, we develop this idea and present an effective and practical method of constructing a panoramic projection of the polyhedral architectural form onto both prism and pyramid projection surface, which is inscribed properly in a cylindrical or conical surface. In order to achieve panoramic images close to human perception, we develop the idea of perspective creation from the center moving on a circular path. Such an approach was presented in the case of constructing the classical panorama onto a cylindrical surface and in the case of an inverse cylindrical panorama where the centers of projection were dispersed on a circle or on a straight line [20, 21] . In the paper we develop effective algorithms, which allow us to draw, with computer aid, a panoramic image on an unfolded regular prism, as well as on a pyramid surface. Moreover, due to the fact that very often the panoramic representation of the architectural form is enriched by shadow construction, we address the problem of natural shadow construction in perspective onto a polyhedral projection surface; in particular, we develop the idea of shadow contour determination in the panoramic image on a regular prism and pyramid polyhedral surface.
Shadows play a very important role in generating an impression of three-dimensionality of the two-dimensional image, as they enhance our perception of space. However, perspective construction of natural (solar) shadows is one of the most complex geometric constructions due to many possible arrangements of a light source, shadow casting edges, as well as a shadow-receiving surface in relation to the viewpoint. The basic rules of constructing shadows have been widely discussed in multiple publications by famous thinkers since the Renaissance. Nowadays, they are mostly considered in the context of soft and hard shadows for computer graphics. In our approach we concentrate on the geometrical aspects of cast and attached shadows. We construct shadow lines in the axonometric view or orthographic views according to the rules of shadow constructing [22] . Shadow lines establish the border between a cast shadow and an illuminated area which is next represented onto the polyhedral surface.
General Aspects of Shadow Construction
The invention of linear perspective, as well as developments in utilization of light and shadows, revolutionized visual arts and architecture in the Renaissance. Light was, and still is, a tool that artists use to define their subject matters and to add a certain sense of realism to the picture. Therefore, to the artists and art theorists of the Renaissance, the proper depiction of shadows was of great interest. Their works explored the contrasts between light and darkness. This technique of tonal contrasting between light and darkness, called chiaroscuro, demonstrated the skill of an artist in the management of shadows to create a three-dimensional effect in a painting [23, 24] . Leonardo da Vinci is regarded as one of the pioneers in research on light and shadow [25] . His research embraced not only a geometric approach to shadow creation, but also optical aspects of it as he provided one of the very first studies of penumbra-the area which receives partial light from the source during lighting. This term was coined and investigated further by Kepler [26] .
Shadows vary greatly as a function of the lighting environment. The main factor which determines the shadow's appearance and shape is the type of light source applied: artificial or natural. Shadows can appear as hard-edged or soft-edged and can contain both the umbra and penumbra area. The relative size of the umbra-penumbra is a function of the size and shape of the light source, as well as its distance from the object. The definition of the penumbra rate as well as its significance and application in architecture is discussed in [27] . The work shows future possibilities of incorporating penumbra zones into the architectural design process.
Today, graphics software make it possible to accurately render shadows from a point and directional light sources in various interactive applications. There are several different approaches to rendering shadows with computer aid. The most popular approaches to define shadow regions are: the planar projected shadows approach, an approach which uses shadow volume and shadow maps approach, as well as a combination of them. A planar projected shadow approach is an extremely simple method of generating shadows onto planar surface. The method simply involves drawing the projection of the given object onto a plane. The shadow volume approach deals with objects of polygonal structure. It consists in generating shadows by creating for each object a shadow volume that the object blocks from the light source. It assumes that any object located in the shadow volume is in shadow. This infinite shadow volume is defined by lines emanating from the light source through vertices of the object. The basic idea of the shadow map construction is that the object is in shadow if it is not visible to the light [28] .
Our approach to shadow construction is similar to the planar projected shadows approach. In our considerations we concentrate on shadows formed by the natural light. In this case light appears to emanate as straight line rays from the surface area of the light source-the sun. Due to the fact that the light source is at infinity, the light rays are parallel. The angular size of the sun is relatively small and constant, while the majority of shadow casting objects are close to the ground. Therefore, the penumbra, that is, the fuzzy boundaries between shadowed regions and fully-illuminated regions, can be ignored in the perspective image [23] . This also implies a simplification of the construction of shadows in perspective to the geometry of the shadow casting object, the viewer's location, as well as the surface's geometry on which the shadow is casted. In such geometrical terms the edges of the shadows are sharp and clearly defined as boundary lines circumscribed by light rays. Due to this fact they can be determined by geometric methods and rules. However, these rules can be applied when the shadows are viewed from a distance, that is both the object and its shadow are within a 60 • circle of view.
Geometrical Aspects of Panoramic Projection onto a Polyhedral Surface
According to its descriptive geometry definition, perspective is a central projection from a real point onto a projection plane/surface, and it is subjected to projective geometry rules. The most common type of perspective which finds application is a vertical linear perspective onto two dimensional plane. It creates an illusion of depth by use of so-called 'vanishing points' to which all parallel lines converge at the level of horizon, which is the eye level. The base elements which determine this kind of perspective are a picture plane, a station point, and a base plane, while invariants of this perspective projection are incidence, collinearity of three non-coinciding points, and division of line segment parallel to the projection plane [22] .
In our considerations we take into account panoramic projection, namely wide view perspective onto the projection surface being a regular polyhedral surface that is the surface composed of the several similar flat walls. Due to this fact, the above invariants of perspective projection onto a flat picture plane can find application for each separate polyhedral wall.
According to our assumptions, the projection apparatus in this case is received from an apparatus of a cylindrical or conical panoramic projection by replacing the cylindrical/conical surface with the regular polyhedral surface inscribed in it. Due to this fact, the apparatus of the considered representation is composed of a polyhedral projection surface τ, a viewpoint S/S X and a base plane π ⊥ τ. The center of projection can be a single stationary point S belonging to the axis l or a point S X moving on the circular path s included in a horizon plane (Figure 1 ). In our considerations we take into account panoramic projection, namely wide view perspective onto the projection surface being a regular polyhedral surface that is the surface composed of the several similar flat walls. Due to this fact, the above invariants of perspective projection onto a flat picture plane can find application for each separate polyhedral wall.
According to our assumptions, the projection apparatus in this case is received from an apparatus of a cylindrical or conical panoramic projection by replacing the cylindrical/conical surface with the regular polyhedral surface inscribed in it. Due to this fact, the apparatus of the considered representation is composed of a polyhedral projection surface , a viewpoint S/SX and a base plane   . The center of projection can be a single stationary point S belonging to the axis l or a point SX moving on the circular path s included in a horizon plane (Figure 1 ). In the case of the panoramic projection onto pyramid polyhedral projection surface two variants of the projection apparatus structure can be distinguished depending on the location of the surface's vertex W towards the base plane π: above, variant A; below, variant B (Figure 2 ). In our considerations we take into account panoramic projection, namely wide view perspective onto the projection surface being a regular polyhedral surface that is the surface composed of the several similar flat walls. Due to this fact, the above invariants of perspective projection onto a flat picture plane can find application for each separate polyhedral wall.
According to our assumptions, the projection apparatus in this case is received from an apparatus of a cylindrical or conical panoramic projection by replacing the cylindrical/conical surface with the regular polyhedral surface inscribed in it. Due to this fact, the apparatus of the considered representation is composed of a polyhedral projection surface , a viewpoint S/SX and a base plane   . The center of projection can be a single stationary point S belonging to the axis l or a point SX moving on the circular path s included in a horizon plane ( Defining the apparatus of perspective projection in this way, a perspective image of any proper point F is a pair of two points (F S , F OS ), Figure 3 . The point F S is a central projection of F onto τ from S/S F , whereas F OS is a central projection of F O (orthogonal projection of F onto a base plane π) onto τ. Both points F S and F OS are included in the same generatrix line t F which goes through a vertex W/W∞ and through a point of a base polygon p. The point F S is the main projection, whereas the point F OS is an auxiliary projection enabling restitution. A changeable center S F of panoramic projection is attributed to the given real point F by cutting the circle s by half-plane λ determined by the edge l and the point F (see Figure 3) . The generatrix line t F is also the main projection of a vertical line t from S/S F onto τ.
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Both points F S and F OS are included in the same generatrix line tF which goes through a vertex W/W and through a point of a base polygon p. The point F S is the main projection, whereas the point F OS is an auxiliary projection enabling restitution. A changeable center SF of panoramic projection is attributed to the given real point F by cutting the circle s by half-plane λ determined by the edge l and the point F (see Figure 3 ). The generatrix line tF is also the main projection of a vertical line t from In the considered panoramic projection, we represent all points which are situated behind the projection surface that is all points located on the other side of the projection surface than the center of projection S and the points which are situated on the base plane π or above it.
Mapping Polyhedral Panorama Directly on an Unfolded Projection Surface
Due to the fact that each polyhedral surface can be unfolded on a plane, it is convenient to present the images of our panoramic representation on a flat unfolded surface. In order to do that, we transform the images contained in the projection surface  into their counterparts included in the unfolded surface  R . Such a transformation is realized by projecting each generatrix line tX of the polyhedral surface  from the center S/SX onto the base plane π. Then, it is possible to establish projective relations between the points on the generatrix lines of this degenerate flat surface obtained as a result of projection and their counterparts on the generatrix lines contained on the unfolded surface. A similar approach is presented in [20] , where the construction of a cylindrical panorama is presented as well in [29] , where construction of a conical panorama is shown.
Establishing Equations Displaying Geometrical Relations Occurring during Projection
Let us consider a central projection S tF of a generatrix line tF (included in a prism/pyramid projection surface) from a center S/SF onto a base plane π (Figure 4 ). In the considered panoramic projection, we represent all points which are situated behind the projection surface that is all points located on the other side of the projection surface than the center of projection S and the points which are situated on the base plane π or above it.
Mapping Polyhedral Panorama Directly on an Unfolded Projection Surface
Due to the fact that each polyhedral surface can be unfolded on a plane, it is convenient to present the images of our panoramic representation on a flat unfolded surface. In order to do that, we transform the images contained in the projection surface τ into their counterparts included in the unfolded surface τ R . Such a transformation is realized by projecting each generatrix line t X of the polyhedral surface τ from the center S/S X onto the base plane π. Then, it is possible to establish projective relations between the points on the generatrix lines of this degenerate flat surface obtained as a result of projection and their counterparts on the generatrix lines contained on the unfolded surface. A similar approach is presented in [20] , where the construction of a cylindrical panorama is presented as well in [29] , where construction of a conical panorama is shown.
Establishing Equations Displaying Geometrical Relations Occurring during Projection
Let us consider a central projection S t F of a generatrix line t F (included in a prism/pyramid projection surface) from a center S/S F onto a base plane π (Figure 4 ). We distinguish four characteristic points included in a generatrix line tF: W/W, PF, F O,S , and HF, where a point PF is included in the base polygon p, a point HF is included in the horizon polygon, and a point W/W is a vertex of the projection surface-a point at infinity or a real point (see Figure 4) . After the central projection of tF from S/SF onto π we respectively receive range of points: S WF, S PF, S F O,S , and S HF included in the line S tF, (see Figure 4) . The considered range of points included in S tF and the range of points contained in a generatrix tF are homologous. Additionally, the range of points S PF, S HF, S WF, and S F O,S on the line S tF, and the range of points PF R , HF R , W R , and F O,SR on the line tF R contained in the unfolded surface  R are related by the projective transformation. This transformation for a prism projection surface is expressed in the graphical way in Figure 5 . The transformation, in the case of a pyramid projection surface for both versions A and B, is presented properly in Figures 6 and 7. The mentioned above graphical connection enables drawing a panoramic image F SR of a point F when its projection S F S is given. It is worth nothing that for any point F  π, S F S = S F O,S = F, which simplifies the construction. We distinguish four characteristic points included in a generatrix line t F : W∞/W, P F , F O,S , and H F , where a point P F is included in the base polygon p, a point H F is included in the horizon polygon, and a point W∞/W is a vertex of the projection surface-a point at infinity or a real point (see Figure 4) . After the central projection of t F from S/S F onto π we respectively receive range of points: S W F , S P F , S F O,S , and S H F included in the line S t F , (see Figure 4) . The considered range of points included in S t F and the range of points contained in a generatrix t F are homologous. Additionally, the range of points S P F , S H F , S W F , and S F O,S on the line S t F , and the range of points P F R , H F R , W R , and F O,SR on the line t F R contained in the unfolded surface τ R are related by the projective transformation. This transformation for a prism projection surface is expressed in the graphical way in Figure 5 . The transformation, in the case of a pyramid projection surface for both versions A and B, is presented properly in Figures 6 and 7.
The mentioned above graphical connection enables drawing a panoramic image F SR of a point F when its projection S F S is given. It is worth nothing that for any point F ∈ π, S F S = S F O,S = F, which simplifies the construction. We distinguish four characteristic points included in a generatrix line tF: W/W, PF, F O,S , and HF, where a point PF is included in the base polygon p, a point HF is included in the horizon polygon, and a point W/W is a vertex of the projection surface-a point at infinity or a real point (see Figure 4) . After the central projection of tF from S/SF onto π we respectively receive range of points: S WF, S PF, S F O,S , and S HF included in the line S tF, (see Figure 4) . The considered range of points included in S tF and the range of points contained in a generatrix tF are homologous. Additionally, the range of points S PF, S HF, S WF, and S F O,S on the line S tF, and the range of points PF R , HF R , W R , and F O,SR on the line tF R contained in the unfolded surface  R are related by the projective transformation. This transformation for a prism projection surface is expressed in the graphical way in Figure 5 . The transformation, in the case of a pyramid projection surface for both versions A and B, is presented properly in Figures 6 and 7 . The mentioned above graphical connection enables drawing a panoramic image F SR of a point F when its projection S F S is given. It is worth nothing that for any point F  π, S F S = S F O,S = F, which simplifies the construction. Due to above projective relations, the cross ratio of the quadruple of range points on the line S tF as well as the cross ratio of the quadruple of proper range points on a line tF R is preserved during transformation, which can be expressed as follows:
Similarly, the range of points on a vertical line t and a proper range of points on a line t F are homologues, Figure 4 . Therefore:
where W in the equations can be a real point or a point at infinity.
We determine, (see Figures 4-7 Due to above projective relations, the cross ratio of the quadruple of range points on the line S tF as well as the cross ratio of the quadruple of proper range points on a line tF R is preserved during transformation, which can be expressed as follows:
We determine, (see Figures 4-7 Due to above projective relations, the cross ratio of the quadruple of range points on the line S t F as well as the cross ratio of the quadruple of proper range points on a line t F R is preserved during transformation, which can be expressed as follows:
where W in the equations can be a real point or a point at infinity. We determine, (see Figures 4-7 • the distance of the point P F R from the point W R by t;
• the distance of the point P F from the point W by e t ; • the distance of the point P F from the point S W F by r p , if the case of the projection on a pyramid surface of version B; • the distance of the point S W F from the center of the base polygon p by r w . (1) and (2), we derive formulas:
According to Figures 5-7 and the equations
in the case of a prism projection surface, (6) in the case of a pyramid surface of version A, (8) in the case of a pyramid surface of version B.
In the above equations the value of r and r p change according to base polygon geometry and value of ξ. We apply the same formulas for both panoramic projection from a single center and for multicenter projection. In the case of the application of the stationary view point the radius of the circle of viewpoints r s equals zero.
Drawing Perspective with Computer Aid

Methods and Methodology
The projective relations expressed above enable the creation of the panoramic representations on prism and pyramid surfaces with computer aid. Usually computer programs for drawing perspective representations use linear algebra, in particular matrix multiplication to describe transformations of point coordinates of a model to the point coordinates on a screen [30, 31] .
However, compared to other panorama construction methods that use information about points for computer vision and the CAD system, it is more convenient for us to utilize data about lines, which apply very often in architectural forms. Due to this fact, we place Cartesian coordinate system of axis x, y, z in such a way that x and y are included in the base plane π and z overlaps with an axis l. Next, using the equations derived in section four, we create analytical algorithms for drawing a panoramic image of a line AB passing through two different points A(x a ,y a ,z a ) and B(x b ,y b ,z b ) given by their spatial coordinates in the system x, y, z. The image is created directly on the unfolded polyhedral surface τ R . In the case of the panorama on a prism projection surface, the panoramic image is drawn as a plot of function d(v) in the Cartesian coordinate system of axis d, v, placed as it is shown in Figure 5 . For a given point F ∈ AB a coordinate v is the distance measured on the unfolded surface between the border generatrix t g R and the generatrix t F R containing the panoramic image F SR of this point (see Figure 5 ).
In the case of a panoramic projection onto a pyramid projection surface, the line is drawn as a plot of function d(Φ) in the polar coordinate system. For a given point F ∈ AB an angular coordinate Φ is the angle between the border generatrix t g R and the generatrix t F R containing a panoramic image F SR (Figures 6 and 7) . The vertex W R contained in the unfolded surface is chosen as a pole, whereas the border ruling t g R is taken as a polar axis. In both cases of panoramic projection onto prism and pyramid surfaces, it is convenient to establish the ruling t g as a border ruling, which projection S t g onto π is included in axis x (see Figures 6 and 7 ). Both variables v and Φ occurring respectively in the functions d(v) and d(Φ) are dependent on ξ-the angle between S t g and S t F measured on π (see Figures 5-7) . The basis for creating our algorithms to draw polyhedral panoramas were the algorithms for drawing cylindrical and conical panoramas applied in [20, 21] . In our approach we treat panorama onto a prism/pyramid surface as the panorama onto a cylindrical/conical surface with a changeable radius r a of the base circle p r -the circumcircle of the base polygon p included in π (Figure 8 ).
Symmetry 2017, 9, 214 9 of 15 5 . For a given point F  AB a coordinate v is the distance measured on the unfolded surface between the border generatrix tg R and the generatrix tF R containing the panoramic image F SR of this point (see Figure 5 ). In the case of a panoramic projection onto a pyramid projection surface, the line is drawn as a plot of function d(Φ) in the polar coordinate system. For a given point F  AB an angular coordinate Φ is the angle between the border generatrix tg R and the generatrix tF R containing a panoramic image F SR (Figures 6 and 7) . The vertex W R contained in the unfolded surface is chosen as a pole, whereas the border ruling tg R is taken as a polar axis. In both cases of panoramic projection onto prism and pyramid surfaces, it is convenient to establish the ruling tg as a border ruling, which projection S tg onto π is included in axis x (see Figures 6 and 7 ). Both variables v and Φ occurring respectively in the functions d(v) and d(Φ) are dependent on ξ-the angle between S tg and S tF measured on π (see Figures 5-7) . The basis for creating our algorithms to draw polyhedral panoramas were the algorithms for drawing cylindrical and conical panoramas applied in [20, 21] . In our approach we treat panorama onto a prism/pyramid surface as the panorama onto a cylindrical/conical surface with a changeable radius ra of the base circle pr-the circumcircle of the base polygon p included in π (Figure 8 ). For each regular polygon is as follows, Figure 8 :
Due to the fact that ra changes periodically dependently on the value of ξ, the algorithms for drawing a panoramic image of a straight line onto polyhedral surface are much more complicated than the ones for drawing panoramas on cylindrical and conical surfaces.
In order to draw a panoramic image of the segment AB of a straight line on a prism/pyramid surface, the range of function's d(v)/d(Φ) arguments needs to be specified in advance. The ability to draw panoramic images of line segments make it possible to draw an edge image of an architectural object, provided that the coordinates of its vertices are known. For each regular polygon is as follows, Figure 8 :
Due to the fact that r a changes periodically dependently on the value of ξ, the algorithms for drawing a panoramic image of a straight line onto polyhedral surface are much more complicated than the ones for drawing panoramas on cylindrical and conical surfaces.
In order to draw a panoramic image of the segment AB of a straight line on a prism/pyramid surface, the range of function's d(v)/d(Φ) arguments needs to be specified in advance. The ability to draw panoramic images of line segments make it possible to draw an edge image of an architectural object, provided that the coordinates of its vertices are known.
Results-Some Examples of the Application of the Algorithms
The starting point for any computer aided construction of a panoramic image is establishment of the base elements of panoramic projection, as well as the location of the represented object. The base elements of panoramic projection determined by the structure of the projection apparatus are: radius r of the base circle which circumscribes the base polygon p, number of vertices of the base polygon, height of horizon h and radius of the circle of viewpoints r S , in the case of multicenter projection. For the panoramic projection onto pyramid projection surface also the location of the surface's vertex is necessary. As far as the location of represented object is concerned, it should be located in a cone of good vision during the cone's rotation around the axis l. Let us show some examples of the algorithms' application for drawing panoramic images of a simple building form, Figure 9 . radius r of the base circle which circumscribes the base polygon p, number of vertices of the base polygon, height of horizon h and radius of the circle of viewpoints rS, in the case of multicenter projection. For the panoramic projection onto pyramid projection surface also the location of the surface's vertex is necessary. As far as the location of represented object is concerned, it should be located in a cone of good vision during the cone's rotation around the axis l. Let us show some examples of the algorithms' application for drawing panoramic images of a simple building form, Figure 9 . The above figure shows panoramic projections of the same building onto a prism surface from various viewing positions, however, with the same direction of light rays. This is a single center projection onto a regular six-wall prism projection surface and, respectively, with horizon height equal to 6 m and 15 m. The radius of the circumcircle of the base polygon is equal to 20 m, whereas the building height equals 12 m. The multicenter panoramic representation onto a prism projection surface is presented in Figure 10 . This is the projection of the same building but with different viewer's location, as well as with a different direction of the sun rays than in the previous case. In the presented image, we can notice changes in the panoramic view of the shadow's border due to projection onto various prism walls. The above figure shows panoramic projections of the same building onto a prism surface from various viewing positions, however, with the same direction of light rays. This is a single center projection onto a regular six-wall prism projection surface and, respectively, with horizon height equal to 6 m and 15 m. The radius of the circumcircle of the base polygon is equal to 20 m, whereas the building height equals 12 m. The multicenter panoramic representation onto a prism projection surface is presented in Figure 10 . This is the projection of the same building but with different viewer's location, as well as with a different direction of the sun rays than in the previous case. In the presented image, we can notice changes in the panoramic view of the shadow's border due to projection onto various prism walls. A single center panoramic projection onto a regular six wall pyramid polyhedron surface inscribed in a cylindrical surface with the radius of the base circle of 20 m is shown in Figure 11 . Considering the most convenient viewing direction (perpendicular to a projection surface) it is recommended to apply the version A of the projection apparatus for frog's eye view images, whereas the version B for bird's eye view images. The representation of a building's cast shadow on the ground in panoramic image requires preliminary determination of the shadow border line on the base plane, which is then treated as any flat object during projection. The issue starts to be more complicated if we need to represent a complex object or several objects located in such a way that intrinsic shadows need to be considered. It is possible to generate the border of the intrinsic shadows in Mathcad software, too, as it is shown in Figure 12 . A single center panoramic projection onto a regular six wall pyramid polyhedron surface inscribed in a cylindrical surface with the radius of the base circle of 20 m is shown in Figure 11 . Considering the most convenient viewing direction (perpendicular to a projection surface) it is recommended to apply the version A of the projection apparatus for frog's eye view images, whereas the version B for bird's eye view images. A single center panoramic projection onto a regular six wall pyramid polyhedron surface inscribed in a cylindrical surface with the radius of the base circle of 20 m is shown in Figure 11 . Considering the most convenient viewing direction (perpendicular to a projection surface) it is recommended to apply the version A of the projection apparatus for frog's eye view images, whereas the version B for bird's eye view images. The representation of a building's cast shadow on the ground in panoramic image requires preliminary determination of the shadow border line on the base plane, which is then treated as any flat object during projection. The issue starts to be more complicated if we need to represent a complex object or several objects located in such a way that intrinsic shadows need to be considered. It is possible to generate the border of the intrinsic shadows in Mathcad software, too, as it is shown in Figure 12 . The representation of a building's cast shadow on the ground in panoramic image requires preliminary determination of the shadow border line on the base plane, which is then treated as any flat object during projection. The issue starts to be more complicated if we need to represent a complex object or several objects located in such a way that intrinsic shadows need to be considered. It is possible to generate the border of the intrinsic shadows in Mathcad software, too, as it is shown in Figure 12 . However, due to the fact that sometimes shadow generation in Mathcad requires prior complicated construction of a shadow border line, it is much more convenient to realize shadow construction directly in the panoramic view on the unfolded projection surface. It can be done with computer aid of AutoCAD. In this case, we can base our analysis on the graphical connections between any point contained in the base plane π and its panoramic image on the unfolded projection surface presented in Section 4. These connections are especially useful to establish starting assumptions for drawing perspective. Due to this fact, in order to draw a panoramic image of a buildings' layout presented in the Figure 12 , it is first necessary to draw an orthogonal projection onto π of both buildings and a projection surface, as well as to place an unfolded projection surface  R on π as it is shown in Figure 13 . Similarly as in other perspective representations, our starting assumptions for drawing a panoramic image are two edges AB and CD of one building, which are mutually perpendicular and included in π, whereas for shadows construction it is a cast shadow line AT of one building vertical However, due to the fact that sometimes shadow generation in Mathcad requires prior complicated construction of a shadow border line, it is much more convenient to realize shadow construction directly in the panoramic view on the unfolded projection surface. It can be done with computer aid of AutoCAD. In this case, we can base our analysis on the graphical connections between any point contained in the base plane π and its panoramic image on the unfolded projection surface presented in Section 4. These connections are especially useful to establish starting assumptions for drawing perspective. Due to this fact, in order to draw a panoramic image of a buildings' layout presented in the Figure 12 , it is first necessary to draw an orthogonal projection onto π of both buildings and a projection surface, as well as to place an unfolded projection surface τ R on π as it is shown in Figure 13 . However, due to the fact that sometimes shadow generation in Mathcad requires prior complicated construction of a shadow border line, it is much more convenient to realize shadow construction directly in the panoramic view on the unfolded projection surface. It can be done with computer aid of AutoCAD. In this case, we can base our analysis on the graphical connections between any point contained in the base plane π and its panoramic image on the unfolded projection surface presented in Section 4. These connections are especially useful to establish starting assumptions for drawing perspective. Due to this fact, in order to draw a panoramic image of a buildings' layout presented in the Figure 12 , it is first necessary to draw an orthogonal projection onto π of both buildings and a projection surface, as well as to place an unfolded projection surface  R on π as it is shown in Figure 13 . Similarly as in other perspective representations, our starting assumptions for drawing a panoramic image are two edges AB and CD of one building, which are mutually perpendicular and included in π, whereas for shadows construction it is a cast shadow line AT of one building vertical Similarly as in other perspective representations, our starting assumptions for drawing a panoramic image are two edges AB and CD of one building, which are mutually perpendicular and included in π, whereas for shadows construction it is a cast shadow line AT of one building vertical edge. The central projection of a straight line a, which contains the edge AB, is an angular line a s . The end points of this angular line are included in a horizon line h, whereas its vertices are included in polyhedral edges. However, due to the fact that panoramic images of both edges AB and AC are contained in the same polyhedral wall, due to the building's location, the drawing can be supported by a classical linear perspective construction onto a single plane. The image of the second building is located in the next polyhedral wall. The most complicated construction is the shadow construction, which enables the establishment of various vanishing points of light rays and shadow lines for each polyhedral wall. Moreover, the shadow's border line changes its shape due to projection on the various walls. The result of the panorama construction is presented in Figure 14 . edge. The central projection of a straight line a, which contains the edge AB, is an angular line a s . The end points of this angular line are included in a horizon line h, whereas its vertices are included in polyhedral edges. However, due to the fact that panoramic images of both edges AB and AC are contained in the same polyhedral wall, due to the building's location, the drawing can be supported by a classical linear perspective construction onto a single plane. The image of the second building is located in the next polyhedral wall. The most complicated construction is the shadow construction, which enables the establishment of various vanishing points of light rays and shadow lines for each polyhedral wall. Moreover, the shadow's border line changes its shape due to projection on the various walls. The result of the panorama construction is presented in Figure 14 . Figure 14 shows the mapping of a single center projection onto regular four-wall prism surface of the buildings presented in Figure 12a . The horizon height equals 7 m, similarly as in the previous representation by Mathcad, therefore, the results presented in Figures 12b and 14 can be compared. Due to limitations of the number of plots which can be created in Mathcad for one drawing, the algorithms' work have been tested only on the simple examples of model buildings. However, the tests showed that the algorithms work well and can be implemented in other graphical package such as for example AutoCAD.
Discussion
In this paper, we proposed the method of computer aided construction of panoramic image onto regular prism and pyramid surfaces. The main point of this method was effective and practical drawing of a panorama on a flat unfolded projection surface. Due to the fact that straight lines appear very often in any architectural form, we used this information and developed algorithms for drawing them. Curved lines, in order to be represented, should be approximated by certain segments of straight lines. The ability to draw panoramic images of lines enables drawing panoramas of wireframe models of represented figures. The application of the multicenter projection in the panoramic representation aims at achieving the panoramic image close to human perception. However, we are aware that vision and human perception are very complex processes and should be considered from various angles. We present the geometrical approach only. However, as far as the geometric construction and graphical mapping is concerned, we can state that our method works well.
The elaborated algorithms for drawing panoramas were formulated and tested in Mathcad software. However, they can be implemented in the majority of graphical packages to make drawing more efficient. Thanks to the application of the changeable base elements of perspective in the algorithms, they enable the creation of panoramic images from different viewing positions, as well as on a polyhedral projection surface determined by various metric characteristics. Therefore, they can find application in representation of architectural space when drawings are displayed on the polyhedral surfaces and can be observed from stationary or moving viewing positions. The Figure 14 shows the mapping of a single center projection onto regular four-wall prism surface of the buildings presented in Figure 12a . The horizon height equals 7 m, similarly as in the previous representation by Mathcad, therefore, the results presented in Figures 12b and 14 can be compared. Due to limitations of the number of plots which can be created in Mathcad for one drawing, the algorithms' work have been tested only on the simple examples of model buildings. However, the tests showed that the algorithms work well and can be implemented in other graphical package such as for example AutoCAD.
The elaborated algorithms for drawing panoramas were formulated and tested in Mathcad software. However, they can be implemented in the majority of graphical packages to make drawing more efficient. Thanks to the application of the changeable base elements of perspective in the algorithms, they enable the creation of panoramic images from different viewing positions, as well as on a polyhedral projection surface determined by various metric characteristics. Therefore, they can find application in representation of architectural space when drawings are displayed on the polyhedral surfaces and can be observed from stationary or moving viewing positions. The wireframe panoramic image can form the basis for further various advertising and artistic presentations.
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